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TREASURE ISLAND: THE 

NOVEL 

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON 
Robert Louis Balfour Stevenson was 
born in Edinburgh, Scotland, on 
November 13, 1850, to Thomas and 
Margaret Stevenson. Lighthouse 
design was his father's and his family's 
profession, so at age seventeen, he 
enrolled at Edinburgh University to 
study engineering, with the goal of 
following in the family business. 
Lighthouse design never appealed to 
Stevenson, though, and he began 
studying law instead. His spirit of 
adventure truly began to appear at this 
stage, and during his summer 
vacations he traveled to France to be 
around young writers and painters. He 
emerged from law school in 1875, but 
did not practice, as, by this point, he 
felt that his calling was to be a writer. 
Stevenson slowly moved away from 

his upbringing, adopting more Bohemian dress and declaring himself an atheist. 

In 1878, Stevenson saw the publication of his first volume of work, An Inland Voyage; the book 
provides an account of his trip from Antwerp to northern France, which he made in a canoe via the 
River Oise. A companion work, Travels with a Donkey in the Cevennes (1879), continues in this 
introspective vein, but also focuses on the voice and character of the narrator, beyond simply telling a 
tale. 

Also from this period are the humorous essays of Virginibus Puerisque and Other Papers (1881), 
which were originally published from 1876 - 1879 in various magazines, and Stevenson's first book of 
short fiction, New Arabian Nights (1882). The stories marked the United Kingdom's emergence into 
the realm of the short story, which had previously been dominated by the Russians, Americans and 
French. These stories also marked the beginning of Stevenson's adventure fiction, which would come 
to be his calling card. 

A turning point in Stevenson's personal life came in September 1876 when he met Fanny Osbourne. 
She was a thirty-six-year-old American who was married (although separated) and had two children. 
Stevenson and Osbourne began to see each other romantically while she remained in France. In 
1878, she divorced her husband, and Stevenson set out to meet her in California (the account of his 
voyage would later be captured in The Amateur Emigrant). The two married in 1880, and remained 
together until Stevenson's death in 1894. 

After their wedding, the Stevensons took a three-week honeymoon at an abandoned silver mine in 
Napa Valley, California, and it was from this trip that The Silverado Squatters (1883) emerged. Also 
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appearing in the early 1880s were Stevenson's short stories "Thrawn Janet" (1881), "The Treasure 
of Franchard" (1883) and "Markheim" (1885), the latter two having certain affinities with Treasure 
Island and Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. 

 
The 1880s were notable for both Stevenson's declining health 
and his prodigious literary output. He suffered from 
hemorrhaging lungs (likely caused by undiagnosed 
tuberculosis or sarcoidosus), and writing was one of the few 
activities he could do while confined to bed. While in this 
bedridden state, he wrote some of his most popular fiction, 
most notably Treasure Island (1883), Kidnapped (1886), 
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1886), and The 
Black Arrow (1888). 
 
The idea for Treasure Island was ignited by a map that 
Stevenson had drawn for his 12-year-old stepson; Stevenson 
conjured up a pirate adventure story to accompany the 
drawing, and it was serialized in the boys' magazine Young 
Folks from October 1881 to January 1882. When Treasure 
Island was published in book form in 1883, Stevenson got his 
first real taste of widespread popularity, and his career as a 
profitable writer had finally begun. The book was Stevenson's 
first volume-length fictional work, as well as the first of his 

writings that would be dubbed "for children." By the end of the 1880s, it was one of the period's most 
popular and widely read books. 
 
The year 1886 saw the publication of Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, which was an 
immediate success and helped cement Stevenson's reputation. The work is decidedly of the "adult" 
classification, as it presents a jarring and horrific exploration of various conflicting traits lurking within 
a single person. The book went on to international acclaim, inspiring countless stage productions and 
more than 100 motion pictures. 
 
In June 1888, Stevenson and his family set sail from San Francisco, California, to travel the islands of 
the Pacific Ocean, stopping for stays in Hawaii. In 1889, they arrived in the Samoan islands, where 
they decided to build a house and settle. The island setting stimulated Stevenson's imagination, and 
influenced his writing during this time. Several of his later works are about the Pacific isles, including 
The Wrecker (1892), Island Nights' Entertainments (1893), The Ebb-Tide (1894) and In the South 
Seas (posthumously in 1896). 

 
Toward the end of his life, Stevenson's South Seas writing included more of the everyday world, and 
both his nonfiction and fiction became more powerful than his earlier works. These more mature 
works not only brought Stevenson lasting fame, but they also helped to enhance his status with the 
literary establishment when his work was re-evaluated in the late 20th century, and his abilities were 
embraced by critics just as his storytelling had always been by readers. 
 
Robert Louis Stevenson died of a stroke on December 3, 1894, at his home in Vailima, Samoa. He 
was buried at the top of Mount Vaea, overlooking the sea. 
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TREASURE ISLAND IN LITERARY HISTORY 

Treasure Island was originally serialized in the children's weekly 
Young Folks Magazine in seventeen weekly installments from 
1881 through 1882 under the title Treasure Island, or the Mutiny 
of the Hispaniola, credited to the pseudonym "Captain George 
North." It was first published as a book on 14 November 1883, 
by Cassell & Co., London. 

Stevenson had conceived the idea of Treasure Island (originally 
titled, The Sea Cook: A Story for Boys from a map he idly drew 
for his stepson of an imaginary, romantic island on a rainy day 
in Braemar, Scotland. Stevenson had just returned from his first 
stay in America, with memories of poverty, illness, and 
adventure (including his recent marriage), and a warm 
reconciliation between his parents had been established. 
Stevenson’s father contributed a number of suggestions to the 
work. Stevenson envisioned his tale as a coming of age story for 
boys. Completing fifteen chapters in as many days, the 

serialized work was designed for a public that embraced reading as an entertaining pastime.  
Two general types of sea novels were popular during the 19th century: the navy yarn, which places a 
capable officer in adventurous situations amid realistic settings and historical events, and the desert 
island romance, which features shipwrecked or marooned characters confronted by treasure-seeking 
pirates or angry natives. Treasure Island was a climax of this second genre which had roots in Daniel 
Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe and Sir Walter Scott’s The Pirate. 
The publication of the novel in book form as Treasure Island proved to be Stevenson's first financial 
and critical success, winning a wide readership and such prominent fans as British Prime Minister 
William Gladstone. 
The original manuscript of Treasure Island is lost, perhaps having 
been sold at auction by the Stevenson heirs in 1918. Numerous 
editions of the book succeeded the 1882 first printing, including some 
which were handsomely illustrated by leading artists of the day, such 
as George Roux with his first set of drawings in the style of Hogarth 
in 1885, the N.C. Wyeth 1911 edition with its iconic, romanticized full-
color plates, Louis Rhead’s 1915 art nouveau plates, or the Mervyn 
Peake 1949 edition with its dark, psychological pen and ink drawings. 
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FUN FACTS ABOUT TREASURE ISLAND 

• Long John Silver was based on Stevenson’s friend William 
Henley who had lost his leg as a complication of tuberculosis.  
Stevenson said he imagined Henley “deprived of all his good 
characteristics” to create the darker Silver. 
 

• There are allusions to several real-life pirates, including 
Blackbeard, William Kidd, and Bartholomew Roberts. Israel 
Hands, one of Silver’s men, who dies a bloody death at the 
hands of Jim Hawkins, was the actual name of Blackbeard’s 
second in command. Treasure Island also references British 
naval officers on the other side of the fight, like Admiral John 
Benbow. 
 

• A number of touches were borrowed from other writers of the 
time: Flint’s skeleton from Edgar Alan Poe and Billy Bones’ history from Washington Irving, for 
example. 

 
• There are Treasure Island and Peter Pan (J. M. Barrie) connections: Long John Silver is 

mentioned in Peter Pan and Wendy as the only man Captain Hook fears, while in Disney’s 
Treasure Island movie, Bobby Driscoll, who plays Jim Hawkins, went on to serve as voice for 
animated Peter in Disney’s Peter Pan movie. 

 
 

• The violence in the story was shocking for the 
period. 

• Readers have long puzzled over actual location of 
the island; some details suggest a place along the 
Spanish Main, but others such as the rattlesnake or 
sea lions do not fit.  Rather, the island seems a 
compendium of ideas created from Stevenson’s 
imagination. 

• There are more than fifty film and television 
adaptations of the novel. 
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE NOVEL 

BRITAIN IN THE AGE OF SAIL 

In 18th century England, as she had since the days of the Spanish Armada, Britain ruled the high 
seas.  Her Royal Navy and merchant fleets advanced the nation’s interests in trade, colonial 
acquisition, and military supremacy. Treasure Island is set in the mid-18th century, an era of tall, 
wooden sailing ships, voyages to the New World, real battles with pirates, and danger of impressment 
of sailors by Royal Navy or pirate crews. The subsequent Napoleonic Wars saw the British Navy 
reassert its dominance in famous sea battles like Trafalgar. 

Life at sea could be harsh, voyages long and dangerous, food primitive by modern standards, and 
discipline severe. Sailors generally went to sea as boys. By the time they were sixteen they could be 
rated as seamen, and normally served at sea for another ten years, before settling down and taking a 
shore or local sailing job. The idea of being single, free of responsibilities and well paid would have 
made a career at sea obviously alluring, but the attractions could also undoubtedly wear off, and only 
a small percentage of men stayed on at sea, rising to be naval petty officers and merchant 
shipmasters. 

The press-gang was used, especially in time of war to recruit men forcibly into the Royal Navy. It 
would often impress professional seamen from the merchant service. As there were no spare 
seamen, however, both fleets sometimes needed the additional labor of landlubbers, attracted by the 
pay and opportunity, or of foreign sailors, who made up a significant proportion of all British crews. 
(Stevenson references the ethnic and national diversity of the Hispaniola’s crew).many to see them 
as simple, careless creatures... 
By contrast, the prime seamen, rated as Able or Ordinary, saw themselves as an elite group within a 
vertically stratified working community. The topmen, who worked on the highest yards, spent much of 
their day aloft, in the tops, which on a man of war would be spacious areas out of sight of the officers, 
and far above the inferior members of the crew. They would form their own mess, a group of six to 
ten men who cooked and ate together. 

To work aloft was to be among the elite of the 18th-century working class, and this was something 
that seamen delighted in advertising through their unique and colorful clothes, hairstyles, personal 
jewelry and - after contact with the Polynesian societies of the South Pacific - tattooing. This 
distinctive dress also marked them out when on shore, where their carefree, spendthrift and often 
riotous adventures led many to see them mistakenly as simple, careless creatures and figures of fun. 
Rather, they were professional sailors who were skilled, daring and resourceful men. Their true worth 
was known to the state they served, and it was they, more than anything else, that gave Britain an 
upper hand at sea. 
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PIRATES IN THE 18th CENTURY 
 
While the so-called Golden Age of Piracy was over by 1720, 
piracy was still rampant in the seafaring life. That Stevenson 
and the Victorian era liked to look back on pirates of the 18th 
century in Romantic terms, relishing swashbuckling tales of 
their escapades, likely had to do with the increasing 
industrialization of Britain and the sometimes stifling 
conventions of Victorian society.  
 
Many chose the pirate life because they had lost military 
positions after the War of Spanish Succession (1713); others, 
especially in the Caribbean, were drawn to the tantalizing 
possibility of spoils along the triangular trade route; others 
were commandeered into service when their vessel 
surrendered; and still others mutinied from a British sailing 
vessel. All benefitted from Britain’s inability to protect 
completely all its colonial resources.  But as the British Navy 
grew to meet the nation’s military demands, it also marshaled 
greater resources to hunt down and stop piracy in its tracks.  
This initiative was bolstered by the severe law Britain enacted 

to punish captured pirates. Increasingly, the path to wealth in the Caribbean lay in peaceful trade (and 
some smuggling). By the 18th century, the Bahamas had become the new colonial frontier for the 
British. The port of Nassau became one of the last pirate havens. 
 
On turning pirate, the men would adopt their own pirate code – a series of articles to which they all 
agreed and which provided rules for discipline, division of stolen goods, and compensation for injured 
pirates. Relying on fierce loyalty, these codes were surprisingly democratic, requiring all hands to 
agree and elect officers. Pirates also lived a remarkably diverse and inclusive existence; they 
sympathized with the plight of enslaved Africans, and they attacked slave ships in the Caribbean so 
they could free the captives. Black and white pirates fought and lived in equality, side-by-side. 
 
Pirate treasure was not always gold, but often more practical articles such as food and other supplies 
taken from the surrendered vessel.   
 
If captured and returned to Britain, justice was swift and severe with many executed publically.  Some 
however, managed to “retire” to Caribbean safe havens and take up more main stream occupations 
like island governance or captaining a merchant ship. 
 
WOMEN IN THE 18th CENTURY 
 
In general, the female domain in the 18th century was seen to be the home and hearth; women were 
viewed as the weaker sex requiring the protection of fathers, brothers, or husbands, and marriage 
was their prime avenue to any advancement. (Think Jane Austen!) 
 
In rural settings, women handled domestic chores and helped with home businesses and farms. They 
would also make and mend clothing for the family. Moreover, they were expected to act as family 
doctors, making home remedies for sicknesses. They grew trees for herbs to cure various ailments. 
Single women, on the other hand, worked for a living outside the home in domestic services and 
various trades. The textile trade, catering trade, and shops employed a large number of women. 
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While these norms were challenged by an heroic few and while cataclysmic events like war 
disrupted these patterns, 18th century England remained a man’s world. 
 
These precepts applied to maritime life where the British Royal Navy and merchant ships forbade 
women aboard, considering them bad luck. While there were exceptions made that occasionally 
defied the rules, in general, sea captains’ wives waited at home, raising the children and managing 
the family assets. 
 

ADAPTATIONS OF TREASURE ISLAND on FILM and STAGE 
 
 

• Treasure Island (1934), starring Jackie 
Cooper and Wallace Beery. An MGM production, the first sound 
film version. 
 

• Treasure Island (1937), a loose Soviet adaptation 
starring Osip Abdulov and Nikolai Cherkasov, with a score 
by Nikita Bogoslovsky. 
 

• Treasure Island (1950), starring Bobby Driscoll and Robert 
Newton. Notable for being the Walt Disney Studios' first 
completely live action film.  
 

• Treasure Island (1972), starring Orson Welles. This 
adaptation was produced by National General Pictures, directed 
by John Hough, Andrew White and John Salway. 
 

• Treasure Island (1990), starring Charlton Heston, Christian 
Bale, Oliver Reed, Christopher Lee and Pete Postlethwaite. A 
made-for-TV film written, produced and directed by Heston's 
son, Fraser C. Heston. 

 
• Treasure Island (1995), a made-for-TV movie directed by Ken Russell and starring Hetty 

Baynes as Long Jane Silver. 
 

• Muppet Treasure Island (1996), a film produced by The Jim Henson Company and released 
by Walt Disney Pictures, starring the Muppets. 

 
• Treasure Island (1999), starring Jack Palance as Long John Silver, Patrick Bergin as Billy 

Bones, Christopher Benjamin as Squire Trelawney and Kevin Zegers as Jim Hawkins. 
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TREASURE ISLAND: THEMES 

Stevenson’s Treasure Island is a powerful coming of age story 
which explores many universal themes, among them: 

The meaning of manhood:  Jim Hawkins, having lost his 
father, must navigate this journey to manhood on his own.  He 
does so with the help of three surrogate fathers, Dr. Livesey, 
Squire Trelawney, who have his best welfare at heart and help 
shape his moral compass, and Long John Silver, who proves 
a more ambiguous and dark influence, yet one whose 
presence deeply changes Jim.  

The search for a father figure and role models: This quest 
takes Jim on a psychological adventure which parallels the 
swashbuckling one of his sea voyage.  Ultimately, he learns to 
incorporate qualities from the various influential men in his life 
into his own sense of self. 

Life’s moral ambiguity: All the characters often find 
themselves in situations where there is not a clear distinction 

between good and evil, and they must decide in the moment.  Moreover, many of the characters, most 
especially Long John Silver, possess both dark and generous sides to their natures. Jim learns to see 
the nuances of life through his adventure. 

Dreams versus reality:  Jim has long dreamt of adventure and finding the colorful world of his sea 
captain father.  Dr. Livesey and the Squire are also tempted by the promise of adventure in finding Flint’s 
treasure.  So, too, are the pirates, though their quest has a more mercenary end. Jim ultimately learns 
that dreams can have a more sinister side and that adventure may be only a path to finding a fulfilling 
reality. 

Exploration:  Treasure Island begins with a map, and the book is literally one of the finest examples of 
adventure quest literature written, but the theme of exploration goes beyond the voyage.  Understanding 
human nature, engaging with diverse and new people and perspectives are all part of the journey. 

Greed: For Long John Silver and the pirates, greed is the driving force, and it leads them to the violence 
of their cutthroat ways. While the doctor, squire, and Jim are tantalized by the promise of riches, they do 
not place the treasure above their moral principles. 

Honor, duty, and bravery: These terms mean different things to each of the characters.  The 
conventional, stalwart sense of upstanding duty and moral rectitude is exemplified by Captain Smollett, 
but the pirates have their own code and principles. Jim must ultimately define these concepts for himself, 
drawing on the entire experience. 
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TREASURE ISLAND: SYNOPSIS OF THE NOVEL 

PART I—"THE OLD BUCCANEER" 
Jim Hawkins and his mother have just buried Captain Hawkins, and Jim finds himself fatherless and 
tasked with being “the man of the house,” the Admiral Benbow Inn on the West Coast of England in 
the mid-18th century. An old sailor, Billy Bones, comes to lodge, paying Jim Hawkins a few pennies to 
keep a lookout for "a one-legged seafaring man". A former shipmate with intact legs, but lacking two 
fingers, shows up to confront Billy about sharing his treasure map. After running the stranger off in a 
violent fight, Billy, who drinks far too much rum, has a stroke and tells Jim that his former shipmates 
covet his map to buried treasure. After a visit from an evil blind man named Pew who gives him "the 
black spot" as a summons to share the treasure map, Billy has another stroke and dies; Jim and his 
mother unlock the sea chest to find some money, a journal, and the map. The local physician, Dr. 
Livesey, and the district squire, Trelawney, deduce that the map is of the island where a deceased 
pirate, Captain Flint buried his treasure. Squire Trelawney proposes buying a ship and going after the 
treasure, taking Livesey as ship's doctor and Jim as cabin boy. 

PART II—"THE SEA COOK" 
Several weeks later, the Squire introduces Jim and Dr. Livesey to Long John Silver, a one-
legged Bristol tavern-keeper whom he has hired as ship's cook. They also meet Captain Smollett, 
who tells them that he is wary of most of the crew for the voyage, and of the rumored goal, a search 
for treasure. After taking a few precautions, however, they set sail on Trelawney's schooner, 
the Hispaniola, for the distant island. During the voyage, the first mate, a drunkard, disappears 
overboard. And just before the island is sighted, Jim—concealed in an apple barrel—overhears Silver 
talking with two other crewmen. Most of them are former "gentlemen o'fortune" from Flint's crew and 
have been planning a mutiny. Jim alerts the captain, doctor, and squire, and they calculate that they 
are outnumbered and must pretend not to suspect anything until after the treasure is found and they 
can then surprise their adversaries. 

PART III—"MY SHORE ADVENTURE" 
But after the ship is anchored, Silver and some of the others go ashore, and two men who refuse to 
join the mutiny are killed. Jim has impulsively joined the shore party and covertly witnessed Silver 
committing one of the murders; now, in fleeing, he encounters a half-crazed Englishman, Ben Gunn, 
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who tells him he was marooned there and that he can help against the mutineers in return for 
passage home and part of the treasure. 
 
PART IV—"THE STOCKADE" 
Meanwhile, Smollett, Trelawney, and Livesey, along with Trelawney's three servants and one of the 
other hands, Abraham Gray, leave the ship and come ashore to occupy an old abandoned stockade. 
The men still on the ship, led by the coxswain Israel Hands, run up the pirate flag. One of Trelawney's 
servants and one of the pirates are killed in the fight to reach the stockade, and the ship's gun keeps 
up a barrage upon them, to no effect, until dark when Jim finds the stockade and joins them. The next 
morning, Silver appears under a flag of truce, offering terms that the captain refuses, and revealing 
that another pirate has been killed in the night (by Gunn, Jim realizes, although Silver does not). At 
Smollett's refusal to surrender the map, Silver threatens an attack, and, within a short while, he 
makes good on his threat. 
 

PART V—"MY SEA ADVENTURE" 
After a battle, the surviving mutineers retreat, having lost five men, while 
two more of the captain's group have been killed, and Smollett himself is 
badly wounded. When Livesey leaves in search of Gunn, Jim runs away 
without permission and finds Gunn's homemade little boat. After dark, he 
goes out and cuts the Hispaniola adrift. The two pirates on board, Hands 
and O'Brien, interrupt their drunken quarrel to run on deck, but the ship—
with Jim's boat in her wake—is swept out to sea on the ebb tide. 
Exhausted, Jim falls asleep in the boat and wakes up the next morning, 
bobbing along on the west coast of the island. Eventually, he boards the 
ship, which seems deserted, but finds O'Brien dead and Hands badly 
wounded. He and Hands agree that they will beach the ship at an inlet on 
the northern coast of the island. As the ship is about to beach, Hands 
attempts to kill Jim, forcing Jim to defend himself and kill Hands instead. 
Then, after securing the ship as best as he can, Jim goes back ashore and 
heads for the stockade. Once there, in utter darkness, he enters the 
blockhouse, only to be greeted by Silver and the remaining five mutineers, 

who have somehow taken over the stockade in his absence. 
 
PART VI—"CAPTAIN SILVER" 
Silver and the others argue about whether to kill Jim, and Silver talks them down. He tells Jim that, 
when everyone found the ship was gone, the captain's party agreed to a treaty whereby they gave up 
the stockade and the map. In the morning, the doctor arrives to treat the wounded and sick pirates 
and tells Silver to look out for trouble when they find the site of the treasure. After he leaves, Silver 
and the others set out with the map, taking Jim along as hostage. They encounter a skeleton, arms 
apparently oriented toward the treasure, which seriously unnerves the party. Eventually, they find the 
treasure cache, but it is empty. The pirates are about to charge at Silver and Jim, but shots are fired 
by Livesey, Gray, and Gunn from ambush. One pirate is killed and another, George Merry, wounded, 
and then quickly killed by Silver. The other three run away, and Livesey explains that Gunn had 
already found the treasure and taken it to his cave. 
In the next few days, they load much of the treasure onto the ship, abandon the three remaining 
mutineers (with supplies and ammunition), and take Silver on board to return to England for trial. 
They sail away to their first port in Spanish America, where they will sign on more crew. Silver steals 
a bag of money and escapes. The rest sail back to Bristol and divide up the treasure. Jim says there 
is more left on the island, but he has had his fill of adventure and will not undertake another voyage to 
recover it. 
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TREASURE ISLAND: CHARACTERS IN THE NOVEL 

 

• Jim Hawkins: The first-person point of view, of 
almost the entire novel. Jim is the twelve-year-old son of a 
sea captain and an innkeeper near Bristol, England. He 
dreams of adventure, and the quest for the treasure 
becomes his coming of age journey. 

• Dr. David Livesey: The local doctor and magistrate. 
Dr. Livesey is wise and practical, and serves as Jim’s 
guardian and protector. As his name suggests, Livesey 
represents the steady, modest virtues of everyday life rather 
than fantasy, dream, or adventure, but he does impart a 
strong sense of moral compass to Jim. 

• Long John Silver: The ship’s cook, the one-legged 
Silver is the secret ringleader of the pirate band. Greedy, 
capable of violence to achieve his ends, he is, at the same 
time, always kind toward Jim and genuinely fond of the boy. 
Silver is a powerful mixture of charisma and self-
destructiveness, individualism and recklessness 
• Captain Alexander Smollett: The captain of the 
Hispaniola, Captain Smollett is the quintessential honorable 
British sea captain, who is motivated by a strict moral code 
and believes in uncompromising justice. 

• Squire John Trelawney: A local wealthy landowner, Trelawney arranges the voyage to the island 
to find the treasure. Trelawney is naïve and easily tricked by the pirates. 

• Billy Bones: The old seaman who resides at Jim's parents' inn, Billy, used to be Flint's first mate. 
His sea chest and treasure map set the whole adventure in motion.  

• Blind Pew: A vicious, deadly, sinister blind beggar who served as a member of Flint's crew, he 
delivers the Black Spot, the pirate curse, to Billy Bones. He is then trampled to death by the 
horses of revenue officers riding to assist Jim and his mother. 

• Alain: A sailor who does not mutiny. He is killed by the mutineers for his loyalty, and his dying 
scream is heard across the island. 

• Allardyce: One of the six members of Flint's Crew who, after burying the treasure and silver and 
building the blockhouse on Treasure Island, are all killed by Flint. His body is lined up by Flint as a 
compass marker to the cache. 

• Job Anderson: The ship's boatswain and one of the leaders of the mutiny, he participates in the 
storming of the blockhouse and is killed by Gray as he tries to attack Jim.  

• Mr. Arrow: The first mate of the Hispaniola, is an alcoholic and is useless as a first mate. He 
disappears before they get to the island, and his position is filled by Job Anderson. 

• Black Dog: Formerly a member of Flint's pirate crew, he is later one of Pew's companions who 
visits the Admiral Benbow to confront Billy Bones.  

• Mr. Dance: Chief revenue officer who converges with his men upon the Admiral Benbow, driving 
out the pirates, and saving Jim Hawkins and his mother. He then takes Hawkins to see the squire 
and the doctor. 

• Captain Flint: John Flint, the fictional pirate Captain of the Walrus. After robbing and looting 
towns and ships among the Spanish Main, in August 1750, he took six of his own crew onto 
Treasure Island. After building a stockade and burying the bulk of his looted treasure, he killed all 
six men. In July 1754, he died at Savannah, Georgia, of cirrhosis, caused by drinking too much 
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rum. On his deathbed, he gives his treasure map to Billy Bones. Long John Silver's parrot is 
named after Captain Flint.  

• Abraham Gray: A ship's carpenter on the Hispaniola, he is almost incited to mutiny but remains
loyal to the Squire's side when asked to do so by Captain Smollett, he saves Hawkins' life by
killing Job Anderson during an attack on the stockade, and he helps shoot the mutineers as they
rifle the treasure cache. He later escapes the island together with Jim Hawkins, Dr. Livesey,
Squire Trelawney, Captain Smollett, Long John Silver, and Ben Gunn. He spends his part of the
treasure on his education, marries, and becomes part owner of a full-rigged ship.

• Benjamin "Ben" Gunn: A former member of Flint's crew who became half insane after being
marooned for three years on Treasure Island. He helps Jim by giving him the location of his
homemade boat and killing two of the mutineers. He is given passage back to England on the
Hispaniola.

• Israel Hands: The ship's coxswain and Flint's old gunner, he is killed in self-defense on
the Hispaniola by Jim Hawkins.

• Mr. and Mrs. Hawkins: The parents of Jim Hawkins. Capt. Hawkins dies shortly after the
beginning of the story.

• John Hunter: The other manservant of Squire Trelawney. He also accompanies him to the island
but is later knocked unconscious at an attack on the stockade and dies of his injuries.

• Dick Johnson: The youngest of the mutineers, who has a Bible. The pirates use one of its pages
to make a Black Spot for Silver, only to have him predict the sacrilege will bring bad luck to Dick.
This occurs when Dick becomes mortally ill with malaria, and ends by being marooned on the
island after the deaths of George Merry and John.

• Richard Joyce: One of Squire Trelawney’s manservants, he accompanies the Squire to the
island and is killed by a mutineer during an attack on the stockade.

• George Merry: A mutinous and hostile member of Silver's crew, who disobeys orders and
occasionally challenges Silver's authority. He launches the mutiny prematurely, forcing Long John
to flee to the island with Jim as an improvised hostage. With Anderson and Hands, he forces
Silver to attack the blockhouse instead of waiting for the treasure to be found. He is later killed at
the empty cache just as he is about to kill both Silver and Hawkins.

• Tom Morgan: An ex-pirate from Flint's old crew. He ends up marooned on the island with Dick
and one other mutineer.

• O'Brien: A mutineer who survives the attack on the boathouse and escapes but is later killed by
Israel Hands in a drunken fight on the Hispaniola.

• Tom Redruth: Squire Trelawney’s gamekeeper, he accompanies the Squire to the island but is
shot and killed by the mutineers during an attack on the stockade.

• Tom: An honest sailor who is killed by Silver for refusing to join the mutiny.
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TREASURE ISLAND: GLOSSARY 

assizes: trial sessions, judicial inquests, held periodically in England during that time. 

berth: nautical term for a bunk or built-in bed on a ship; a place to sleep 

boatswain: (pronounced bosun) officer on a ship in charge of the crew and the equipment; uses a whistle, 
called "piping," to communicate different orders 

boom: long, thick spar, or pole, along the foot of a triangular sail 

bowsprit: spar projecting forward and over the ship's front, or bow 

buccaneer: raider who attacked Spanish ships and colonies in the Caribbean during the 1600s 

cannikin: small can or cup 

capstan: nautical term for a big winch or pulley used to raise the anchor of a ship 

conned the ship: gave directions to the seaman steering the vessel 

coxswain: sailor or petty officer who steers a ship's boat; also in charge of its crew 

cutlass: short sword with a strong, slightly curved blade and protective hilt 

davy: short for affidavit, or sworn statement 

dead-eye: nonmoving wooden block used to attach ropes to various parts of a sailing vessel 

dingle: deep hollow 

Dry Tortugas: group of small islands off Florida, west of Key West 

duff: kind of pudding made from boiled flour and eaten with molasses 
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figureheads: ornamental carvings placed at the bow of vessels 

galley: ship's kitchen 

gallipot: small pot made from glazed earthenware or metal; used to describe an inconsequential little boat 

Georges: gold guinea or half-crown coin 

gig: long, narrow boat built for speed 

glim: candle 

grog: alcoholic drink one part rum, four parts water 

gully: large knife 

gunwale: top edge of a small boat's hull 

hold water: use the oars as a brake 

"I'll have to strike": I'll have to surrender; when a ship strikes its color, it lowers its flag to signify surrender. 

"in a clove hitch": securely in a fix or jam; a clove hitch is a type of knot used to fasten rope to an object 

jib-boom: boom that extends the length of the bowsprit 

jolly-boat: light boat carried at the stern of a sailing vessel; used for general-purpose work 

keel: spine like construction that runs along the bottom of a vessel from bow to stern 

lubber: awkward or clumsy sailor 

lugger: vessel used for fishing and coastal trading 

main hold: cargo area below deck and accessible by the main hatch 

man in the chains: man using a rope to determine the soundings, or depth, of the water 

mizzenmast: mast aft of a ship's mainmast 

oilskin: waterproof cloth made of linen, cotton, or silk and treated with linseed oil 
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Old Bailey (Street): location of a courthouse where crimes 
committed at sea were judged 

painter: rope that secures a ship's boat to the ship or a dock 

peach: to impeach or tell on someone 

pitch: substance made from boiling tar and used to coat, seal, 
and waterproof various parts of a ship 

"putting him in irons": confining a man in iron leg shackles 

quadrant: handheld navigational instrument 

revenue officers: government employees assigned to intercept 
smugglers along the coast 

"sailed before the mast": was an ordinary seaman 

schooner: sailing vessel with two masts and big fore and aft sails and square topsails 

scull and crossbones: the pirate flag 

scuppers: regularly placed holes in the side of a ship to release water overboard from the deck 

Spanish Main: north coast of South America bordering the Caribbean Sea 

"stake my wig": make a very expensive bet, as wigs were a very costly item 

swab: mop used for cleaning the deck of a ship; also, a useless person fit only to mop a deck 

the waist: section of the top deck between the two masts 

tiller: part of the steering gear of a vessel; used to turn the rudder 

"tip us a stave": give us a song 

trim the boat: rearrange the weight of items in a boat to control how the vessel floats 

"turned the chest out alow and aloft": searched the chest bottom to top 

watches: work periods 

"went dot and carry one": became irregular 

widders: widows 

Yellow Jack: slang term for yellow fever, a highly infectious disease 
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TREASURE ISLAND A Musical Adventure: THE ROBIN & CLARK MUSICAL 

ARTISTIC STATEMENT 
Curt Dale Clark & Marc Robin 

When we set out two decades ago, our wish was to introduce this classic tale of swashbuckling 
adventure and coming of age to a new generation. We decided to adhere as closely as possible to 
Robert Louis Stevenson’s novel because a work of literature as iconic and classic as that does not 
need assistance in engaging audiences throughout the years. Thus, our only embellishments were to 
take advantage of what musical theatre can do best: to emphasize and underscore the most dramatic 
aspects of the story by turning them into music and lyrics, movement and choreography, and to use 
our book to highlight subtly the social context of the story and the values and lessons inherent in the 
characters’ experiences.  

Stevenson’s novel is a sweeping epic, and we felt that to do the story justice, it should not be over-
simplified or contained; it needed a musical vehicle as bold, exciting, and panoramic as the book.  We 
tried to give the score the flavor of the 18th century with a modern spin, and so the music has a pop 
sensibility. The entire work is lush, textured, bold, romantic, and epic both instrumentally and vocally. 
The underscoring, as well as the full overture and entr’acte contribute to the grandeur. Then, there 
are, we feel, memorable songs that work well within the dramatic fabric of the show, but which can 
also stand alone for their content and style. (Miracles, for example)

Our Treasure Island began as a shorter version for children, one of the fifteen such hour-long 
creations we have written together over the last twenty-eight years. That first version was produced at 
Chicago’s Drury Lane in 1997 and proved to be a hit with audiences and critics alike. The Chicago 
Tribune critic suggested it was special and should be expanded, and over the years, we did continue 
to work on it, doing readings and rewrites, until it had grown into a full-length version designed for the 
entire family that was first produced at the Fulton Theatre in Lancaster, PA, in 2008 and then again in 
a revised version at Beef and Boards in Indianapolis, IN in 2009. For the next ten years, we 
shepherded this work through the development process, growing, expanding, enriching it.  We held 
two readings of this new version in October 2017 and May 2018, polishing it to what you now see on 
stage.  And then we set about, with the finest team of designers, technicians, and performers we 
could assemble, to give it a stirring world premiere at the Fulton Theatre in September 2018.  
MSMT’s production in summer 2019 will represent the East Coast premiere, and we are pursuing 
many options for the continued life of this show.  
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TREASURE ISLAND A MUSICAL ADVENTURE 
Book & Lyrics by Curt Dale Clark and Marc Robin 

Music by Marc Robin 

THE CREATORS OF THE MUSICAL 

Marc Robin is an award-
winning director, 
choreographer, composer, 
and lyricist who currently 
serves as the Executive 
Artistic Producer of 
Lancaster’s historic Fulton 
Theatre. As a freelancer, he 
has staged over 200 

productions throughout the country in theatres 
such as: Marriott Theatre, Walnut Street 
Theatre, Theatre Under The Stars (Houston), 
Maine State Music Theatre, Carousel Theatre, 
Ravinia Festival, Utah Shakespearean 
Festival, Steppenwolf Theatre, Chicago 
Shakespeare Theatre, Drury Lane Oakbrook 
Terrace, Northlight Theatre, Candlelight 
Dinner Playhouse, Drury Lane Evergreen 
Park, Beef N Boards, Theatre at the Center, 
Peninsula Players, Mass Rep, Phoenix 
Theatre (Arizona), Bucks County Playhouse, 
Little Theatre on the Square, Fireside Theatre, 
Skylight Opera, and Pittsburgh Civic Light 
Opera. 

He served as the Artistic Director for the 
Chicago OVATIONS series at the Auditorium 
Theatre; for the national tour of the Sing Along 
Wizard of Oz; and at the Drury Lane 
Evergreen Park, as well as teaching as a 
guest professor at Northwestern University. 
He is the recipient of 25 Joseph Jefferson 
Awards (50 nominations) in Chicago.  

With Clark he has collaborated on fifteen 
musicals, among them the smash hit Treasure 
Island, serving as composer and co-lyricist. 

Curt Dale Clark is an award-
winning actor, director, author 
and lyricist, who currently 
holds the position of Artistic 
Director at Maine State Music 
Theatre.  In his almost three 
decades in theatre, he has 
appeared with leading 
companies across the 
country, among them 

Lancaster’s Fulton Theatre, Chicago-area’s 
Mercury Theatre, Drury Lane, Marriott 
Lincolnshire, Candlelight Theatre, Maine State 
Music Theatre, Florida’s Maltz Jupiter Theatre, 
New American Theatre, Milwaukee Skylight 
Opera, Tennessee Repertory, Phoenix Theatre, 
Utah Shakespearean Festival, Madison 
Repertory, Station Theatre, Eastlight Theatre, 
Little Theatre on the Square, Carousel Theatre, 
American Musical Theatre, Beef N Boards, 
Theatre at the Center, and Door County's 
Peninsula Players.  

His signature leading roles include Harold Hill in 
The Music Man, Javert in Les Misérables, Bob 
Wallace in White Christmas, the Phantom in the 
Yeston-Kopit version, Frank Butler in Annie Get 
Your Gun, Billy Bigelow in Carousel, Don 
Lockwood in Singin’ in the Rain, Billy Flynn in 
Chicago, Albert in The Secret Garden, Mr. Banks 
in Mary Poppins, the tenor in The Irish and How 
They Got That Way. 

A graduate of the University of Illinois/Urbana-
Champaign, Clark, with Robin, once headed the 
Steven-Dale Casting agency, has co-directed the 
children’s theatre program at the Drury Lane, 
Evergreen Park, and has collaborated on 15 
musicals as co-lyricist and book writer. 

In addition to over twenty-eight years as artistic and professional collaborators, Marc and Curt are 
proudly married and, when they are not on the road, divide their time between Lancaster, PA, and 
Brunswick, ME, after having lived in Chicago for many years. 
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TREASURE ISLAND A Musical Adventure: THEMES 

 
In addition to the themes explored in the Stevenson novel 
(see page 10), the Robin & Clark musical version also 
examines the following ideas and issues: 
 
Forgiveness: One of the biggest lessons Jim Hawkins 
learns is that of extending forgiveness and understanding 
to a complex, multi-shaded character like Long John 
Silver.  At the conclusion of the musical, Jim determines 
that he will repay the kindnesses Long John has shown 
him, especially in saving his life, forgive the villainies, and 
accept the experience of knowing this pirate for the 
formative one it has been. 
 
Compassion: Conversely, Long John Silver, learns to 
trust his heart and show his caring for Jim even when it 
flies in the face of the pirate band. 
 
Fate:  One of the chief lessons Long John Silver teaches 
Jim is “that everything happens for a reason,” and it is 
this belief in the karma of human existence that enhances 
the significance of the voyage for Jim and all the 
travelers. 
 
Miracles:  In the most haunting ballad of the musical 

(and appearing as a musical motif throughout) is the notion of the miraculousness of life, itself.  The 
danger and encounters with death enhance this feeling. 
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TREASURE ISLAND A Musical Adventure:  SYNOPSIS & SONGS 

Act I Scene 1: Graveyard/Admiral Benbow Inn/En Route to Ship, Bristol, England 1795 
Mourners gather for the graveside service of Captain Hawkins, (Grant Him Peace), who has left a 
widow and young son, Jim, responsibility for the family inn. While Jim grieves saying he doesn’t 
believe in miracles. (Miracles) Widow Hawkins leaves for Bristol to settle her husband’s affairs, 
placing her son in charge of the inn under the watchful eye of family friend, Dr. Livesey.  Alone at his 
father’s grave, Jim remembers the sea captain and his stories of great adventures (Look at Me), and 
he longs to sail the seas and find his own adventure, though he sadly concludes that so far this has 
only been in his fantasy. 

At the inn, Jim is serving the boisterous guests.  Blind Pew arrives asking for Billy Bones (Pew 
Demands/Billy Bones) and demanding Captain Flint’s treasure map. Bones refuses to relinquish it, 
and Pew marks the terrified sailor with the pirate curse, a black spot, before he hastily leaves. (The 
Black Spot) The doomed Bones entrusts the map to Jim before falling to the floor dead.  As Jim 
recoils in horror, Dr. Livesey and Squire Trelawney arrive for their evening visit. A shaken Jim 
recounts to the two men what has just happened and shows them the map. Dr. Livesey recognizes it 
as a map of Skeleton Island, where Captain Flint’s treasure is said to be buried. Enthusiastically, 
Livesey sings of Treasure Island, and the trio decides to embark on a voyage, financed by the Squire, 
to retrieve the gold. Livesey agrees to take Jim along as cabin boy, saying he will secure the widow’s 
permission and act as Jim’s protector. Thrilled to be going to sea at last, Jim sings a reprise of Look 
at Me, as the scene transitions to the pier. 
Scene 2: Pier Six Weeks Later  Trelawney has engaged Captain Smollett, a worthy seafaring man, 
to head the voyage, and together with Livesey and Jim, the four meet the motley crew, among them 
the young Abraham Gray (Abraham Gray). The naïve Trelawney has hired one of Flint’s former 
cohorts, the one-legged pirate Long John Silver, who has, in turn, brought along a band of unsavory 
men, all sailing for gold. Hired as the ship’s cook, Long John Silver tries to pass himself off as a 
genial chef with a kind eye for Jim, whom he knows has the map. He sings the darkly witty Joys of 
Cooking. Fascinated, Jim feels a kinship with the old salt. Capt. Smollett has the crew prepare to sail. 
Scene 3: Captain’s Cabin on Hispaniola Later That Night  Smollett, Livesey, Trelawney, and Jim 
gather in the Captain’s cabin to discuss with consternation the makeup of the motley crew and the 
Captain’s dislike of treasure voyages. Fearing the possibility of a mutiny, Smollett cautions the group 
to take precautions. 
Scene 4: Hispaniola’s Galley & Various Two Months Later  The pirates and Long John Silver 
discuss their plans to mutiny once they reach the island where Flint’s gold lies buried. (Mutiny) Silver 
urges patience.  The pirates exit; Jim enters singing Miracles. Dr. Livesey insists that Jim is still a boy, 
not yet ready to be addressed as “Mister.” Left alone with Long John Silver to peel potatoes and enjoy 
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the old salt’s company, Jim and Long John talk about adventures past and hoped for, while Silver 
cautiously tries to find out the whereabouts of the treasure map. (Dreams/Someday.) On an impulse 
Jim confides there is a map, but they are interrupted by the drunken crew.   All indulge their taste for 
rum (Bottle of Rum) and at Long John’s urging, Jim tastes some despite knowing Livesey would 
disapprove. 
Scene 5: Hispaniola’s Main Deck The Next Day 
Jim apologizes to Dr. Livesey for his inebriation and promises not to let that happen again. A storm is 
brewing, and Livesey asks Jim to fetch an apple for the seasick Squire from the bottom of a large 
barrel. As Jim does, he falls in.  Before he can extricate himself he overhears the crew discussing 
plans for mutiny. The sailors sight land and hasten away.  Jim scrambles out of the barrel and hurries 
to confide in Livesey, Trelawney, and Smollett what he has overheard.  These four debate a strategy, 
and Smollett orders Abraham Gray to secure the arms in the Captain’s cabin. But Gray is set upon by 
the crew, who then attack the Captain and loyal sailors and take them prisoner. Tom Morgan 
threatens to kill Jim for the map, but Long John Silver intervenes. A swashbuckling sword fight 
ensues (Instrumental-Fight Sequence/Mutiny), and Jim kills Israel Hands in self-defense. Jim 
manages to escape by jumping overboard. The act finishes with the pirate crew singing a lusty 
reprise of Mutiny, as a storm whips up, and the pirates take possession of the Hispaniola. 

Entr’acte (Storm) 

Act II Scene 1: Shore of Skeleton Island Next Morning  
Having escaped to the island, Jim encounters a crazed old 
sailor, Ben Gunn, a member of Flint’s crew, who had been 
marooned on the island for seven years - left by the pirates to 
die. Trying to determine if Jim is real, Gunn tells Jim he knows 
the whereabouts of the treasure and will tell him in exchange 
for passage home and some cheese. (Do you have some 
cheese?) Jim confides to Gunn that he has the treasure map, 
and Gunn immediately recognizes it. He advises Jim to take 
shelter in the stockade which Flint’s men had built on the 
island. 
Scene 2: Island Forest Interior Direct Segue Jim sings So 
Many Wonders as they make their way across the island.  
Meanwhile Long John Silver and the pirates have also come 
ashore and are arguing among themselves; some crew 
members and pirates are killed. Ben Gunn tells Jim he has a 
little boat hidden in the cove which could take them to the 
Hispaniola. 
Scene 3: The Stockade Direct Segue  Ben Gunn has led Jim 
to the old stockade where he is reunited with Livesey, 
Trelawney, Smollett, Abraham Gray, and a few loyal sailors 

who have also taken refuge. Jim tells them about Ben Gunn’s boat. Livesey and Trelawney recount 
the experiences that brought them to the stockade and try to sing as cheerfully as possible about the 
safety of the fort and the imminent pirate attack. (Welcome to our Stockade). Captain Smollett joins 
them. Waving a white flag, (Silver’s Embassy/Flag o’truce) Long John Silver comes to negotiate with 
the men in the stockade. He says if they turn over the map to him, the pirates will spare them and let 
them stay on the island or come back to the ship and be dropped off at another destination. Smollett 
refuses to agree to terms, promising harsh punishment if he brings Silver back to England.  The men 
further anger Silver by taking away his crutch and forcing him to crawl to get it in order to leave the 
stockade. Long John leaves contemptuously. Smollett, Trelawney, and Livesey prepare for battle.  
Jim proposes taking Ben Gunn’s little boat and sneaking out to the ship, cutting it adrift to deprive the 
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pirates of an escape.  Livesey harshly forbids him saying it is too dangerous.  Alone, Jim sings that 
this is his moment to seize the day and prove himself a man (Calm Before the Storm).  
Scene 4: The Stockade That Night  When Livesey, Trelawney, and Smollett return, they find Jim 
gone and are deeply worried.  Suddenly, the pirates attack, and Long John Silver penetrates the 
stockade, shooting the Captain in the shoulder. Silver demands the map, asking where Jim is. Jim 
enters unseen, after having rowed to the Hispaniola, moved the ship, and rowed back. He points a 
gun at Long John and a tense stand off ensues before Tom Morgan and several pirates enter, 
threatening Jim and his friends. Long John stays their hands saying he believes Jim knows where the 
ship as been moved.  Jim defiantly owns to his deed. (Confessions, Conditions, Consequences). The 
pirates want to kill Jim, but Long John protects him. In a complex concerted musical scene each sings 
of his ambitions and terms. Angered at Long John, Tom Morgan hands him the black spot, but Silver 
convinces them they will fail without the map.  He does suggest killing Livesey and Trelawney, and in 
a desperate effort to save his friends, Jim relinquishes the map to Long John. The pirates take 
Livesey, Trelawney, and Smollett back to the stockade and bringing Jim with them, heading off in 
search of the gold (To the Gold, part 1). 
Scene 5: The Island Forest Interior Direct Segue  Using the old map, the pirates continue to 
search the island for the gold, (To the Gold, part 2 & 3) several of them falling victim to Flint’s traps 
and Ben Gunn’s poisoned darts.  
‘Scene 6: The Treasure Direct Segue  When they find the treasure chest, they discover Ben Gunn 
had long ago moved the gold and filled the chest with sand. The furious Tom Morgan wants to kill 
Jim, but Long John Silver shoots Morgan to protect the boy. Suddenly, Benn Gunn appears from 
behind the trees, identifying himself and revealing the Captain, Trelawney, Livesey, and the loyal 
crew, whom Gunn has liberated from the pirates by shooting poisoned darts, and who now overpower 
the disgruntled pirates. The Captain vows to bring Long John Silver back to England to stand trial, but 
Jim pleads for the pirate saying that, in fact, Silver did save his life. Jim asks for a moment alone with 
Long John. Livesey is at first skeptical, but recognizing Jim’s bravery and new self-possession, 
sanctions the idea and addresses him for the first time as “Mr. Hawkins.” 

Deeply touched by the pirate’s having saved his life at the expense of his own freedom, Jim offers 
Long John a chance to escape, telling him where he can find Ben Gunn’s boat.  The boy’s kindness 
touches Silver’s conscience; he hesitates, asks if Jim will be all right? Jim replies that “We both shall 
be,” and they sing a reprise of Someday/Look At Me. Long John suggests that Jim come away with 
him, just as Livesey calls for Jim to join him.  Jim considers for a moment and declines Long John’s 
offer, saying he has had his adventure and it is now time to go home and assume his responsibilities 
as a man. Long John sings a verse of of Miracles telling Jim that the boy has been “his miracle;” he 
bids Jim farewell, and Jim continues the song concluding that “life is the greatest miracle of all.” 
Suddenly, Benn Gunn returns saying he has a gift for Jim.  

The offstage ensemble continues singing  Miracles as an underscore to the final scene: Ben Gunn 
announces that he knows where the treasure is, leads Jim to the cave, and reveals the gold. 
Excitedly, Jim calls for his friends. As Ben Gunn plays with the gold with childlike glee, Livesey and 
Trelawney arrive to take in yet another miracle – a happy ending to their adventure. 

Finale: Full Company  Echoing these themes of wonder, forgiveness, friendship, and faith, the 
ensemble takes its bows and sings reprises of Miracles and concludes with Treasure Island, Treasure 
Island, our story will live in you. 
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TREASURE ISLAND A Musical Adventure: CAST OF CHARACTERS 

Jim Hawkins (Tenor) – The hero of the story. Boundless energy. A boy of 
15. Small and full spirited. Eager and waiting for adventure. Comes of age
throughout the play.  Light English Dialect.

Long John Silver (Baritone) – The villain of the story. Ship’s cook. Mid 
40’. The leader of the pirates. A dynamic character who is challenged by 
having only one leg.  Throughout the story he possesses the capability of 
extreme kindness, humor and nurturing as well as  brutality and 
cruelness.  Thick Cockney Dialect 

Dr. Livesey – (High Baritone) Ship’s Doctor. An arbitrator who is fair, 
intelligent and well organized. Early 40’s. Well educated and acts as 
guardian for Jim Hawkins . A foil to the Squire. British Dialect 

Squire Trelawney (Baritone) – A lovable, befuddled, nervous, older gentleman whose heart is always in the 
right place even if his faculties are otherwise. He loves good food and fine clothing.  Late 50’s. He acts as the 
comic thread throughout the play. British Dialect 

Captain Smollett (Bass / Baritone) – The commander of the Hispaniola – 50’s. Strong, assertive and 
unflinching. Calm in the face of danger, very well educated. Man of high standards. British Dialect 

Ben Gunn (High Baritone) – A crazy man marooned on the island for seven years. Jittery, nervous, sprightly, 
contagious with energy. Speaks very quickly. Makes odd noises for no reason - perhaps because he’s only 
had himself to talk to for all those years.  Crazy talk. 

Redruth (High Baritone) – The Squire’s servant. Mid 30’s – Likable and jovial. A “Cut up”. High energy and 
eager to please. Strong Cockney Dialect. 

Billy Bones (Bass / Baritone) – African American – Late 30’s - Ragged, scarred, gruff, pompous, loud. A shell 
of the man he used to be thanks to a life of drinking. Thick Cockney Dialect. 

Blind Pew (Baritone) – Evil, ancient looking old man doubled over using a walking stick. Blind in sight only, he 
wears a gauze rag over his dead eyes.  Frail, small and old in stature, he is  uncommonly strong.  All other 
senses heightened. He is mean and takes pleasure in it. A frightening presence in the play. Cockney Dialect. 

Mr. Arrow (Bass/Baritone) – The 1st Mate on the Hispaniola. Early 40’s official, strong, without humor, stoic, 
quintessential English Naval Officer.  Proper British Dialect. 

Abraham Gray (Tenor) – A good hearted lad. Naïve. A boy of 20 or so. Fresh and very eager. High moral 
fiber. Proper British Dialect. 

Tom Morgan (Bass) – A very bad man  Late 30’s – The largest, roughest and toughest of all the pirates. By far 
the meanest.  Specializes in crushing things with his hands. Would kill his own mother for a profit. Cockney 
Dialect. 

Israel Hands (Baritone) – A very creepy, sexy, evil, pirate.  Late 20’s.  Specializes in “cutting things”.  Not 
afraid of anything. Creepy dialect. 

Job Anderson (High Baritone) – African American.  Suave and cool. Early 30’s.  A born locksmith. Jamaican 
Dialect. 
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George Merry (Tenor) – A funny, character type, pirate.  Late 30’s.  He is gullible, affable and not 
completely with it all the time. A bit of a “mama’s boy”.  The comic relief amongst the pirates. A gravedigger. 
Cockney Dialect. 
 
Mr. Joyce (Tenor) – An Irishman thru and thru, early 30’s… A sailor. One of the good guys. Fun spirited with a 
sense of humor. Best swordsman of the “good guys”. Thick Irish Dialect. 
 
Mr. O’Brien (High Baritone) – Another Irishman. Friend to Joyce. Mid  30’s. A good sailor and a hard worker.  
Thick Irish Dialect 
 
Mr. Alain (Baritone) – A Frenchman. He is a “good” guy and a romantic. Mid 30’s . French Dialect 
 
Mr. Hunter (Bass / Baritone) – German.  Big and loveable. Good sailor with bad hygiene. He never waivers. 
Light German Dialect. Early 40’s 

 
Mr. Ingrahm (Bari/Tenor) – Funny and endearing. Mid 20’s. Jamaican 
Accent. 
 
Mr. Davis (Tenor) – Gruff and cocky pirate. Wishes he were higher in the 
pirate ranks. No Accent. 
 
Akir (Baritone) – An international pirate always in turban and silks. 
English Accent. 
 

Meade Slyker (High baritone)  – Misfit pirate – tall and thin – Cockney Dialect 
 
Linus Riddle (High Baritone) – Aggressive and head strong pirate. Trigger happy. Cockney Dialect 
 
Tobias Bridge (Tenor)  – Tall, popular pirate. Well liked and respected by his peers. British Dialect. 
 
Burdette Wyeth (Bass /Baritone) – Gruff pirate who likes his ale. 
 
Victor Wolff (Tenor) A happy pirate who never takes anything seriously. 
 
Anthony Brieux (Tenor) – Feisty and compact fighting pirate 
 
George Tusley (Tenor) – Lithe and cunning pirate 
 
“Sly Dog” Gribble (Baritone) – tattooed, mean and clever pirate 
 
Mr. Mitchell (Tenor) – Athletic and spritely sailor 
 
Mr. Johnson (Tenor) – Smart, hard-working sailor 
 
Priest (Tenor) –  Kindly gentleman who presides over the funeral of Jim’s father. 
 
Widow Hawkins (non singing) – Jim’s mother. (played by man with veil to conceal face) 
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TREASURE ISLAND A Musical Adventure 

World Premiere 
September 19, 2018 The Fulton Theatre, Lancaster, PA 

 
 

Music by Marc Robin Book, Lyrics by Curt Dale Clark & Marc Robin 
 

Directed by Marc Robin ~ Co-Directed by Curt Dale Clark ~ Fight Directed by Joseph Travers 
 

Orchestrations by David Siegel ~ Ray Fellman, Music Director 
 

Thomas M. Ryan, Scenic Designer ~ Paul Black, Lighting Designer ~ Colin Riebel, Associate Lighting Designer 
 

Ryan J. Moller, Costume Designer ~ Anthony Laskcoskie, Jr., Wig & Makeup Designer 
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 

1. What are the most important moments in Jim’s
journey from childhood to manhood in the novel and in 
the musical? In the novel, when does the reader feel 
Jim has achieved manhood?  In the musical?  And 
which is clearer to the audience/reader? 

2. Why does Stevenson choose Jim to be the
narrator of the story rather than one of the adults? 
What perspective does this bring to the novel? 

3. Discuss the moral ambiguities and
psychological complexities of Long John Silver’s 
character. What are his villainous traits and what are 

his redeeming ones?  In the novel and then in the musical, how does the reader/audience view Silver at 
the end? 

4. What role does Dr. Livesey play in Jim’s coming of age? How does Jim view him at the start and at the
close of the work?

5. Losing his father is a catalytic event for Jim and one that launches the novel. Discuss his search for a
new father figure in both the novel and the musical. How do Dr. Livesey, Long John Silver, Squire
Trelawney, and Capt. Smollett all become surrogate fathers and what does each impart to Jim?

6. How does Stevenson portray the pirates and their way of life?  How does the musical? What are the
romanticized, swashbuckling elements and what are the darker, more terrifying ones?

7. What is Ben Gunn’s role in the novel and in the musical as a plot device, as a character who sets tone,
and perhaps as a cautionary example of over romanticizing the notion of the “noble savage”?

8. Throughout the novel and the musical Jim grapples with rules and expectations that his society and his
elders place upon him. What are some of these, and how does Jim take hold of his own destiny and
shape his own sense of right and wrong?

9. How does the actual voyage stack up against Jim’s dreams of adventure? What do the novel and the
musical show us about the seafaring life of the period?

10. What does home represent to Jim at the beginning of the story and how does he come to regard it
when he heads back to England at the end of the novel and musical?  How is his mother linked closely
with that notion?

11. What “lessons” does Jim take away from his voyage at the end of the novel and the end of the musical?
How have the concepts of adventure, right and wrong, forgiveness, compassion, and bravery changed?

12. Stevenson envisioned his story as a tale for “boys” but how, despite the absence of women in the
journey, is the story far more universal?

13. Imagine what Jim’s life will be like when he gets back to England based on the novel and/or the
musical. What future do you foresee for Long John Silver, Livesey, and the others?
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